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What Is Scent Work?
Did you know you can now do detection training with your dog for fun?!

Detection training (or scent work) is a dog sport teaching dogs to find a

specific odour. Scent work harnesses a dog’s natural ability to hunt - All dogs

have this ability, we are just harnessing their amazing sense of smell and

turning it into a super fun activity to do with our dogs! 

Our classes teach three elements of searching: 

The search itself. We are looking for a confident search, either on line or

loose as a free search. We will teach our dogs to search straight lines and

deep into corners before introducing height puzzles. 

Odour recognition. We use cloves as the first odour for our dogs to find. We

spend time imprinting this, pairing the smell with tasty treats and/or toys.

This way, it doesn’t take long before our dogs recognise the smell and are

keen to let us know!

Indication. When we talk about indications, we mean, how does your dog

show you that they have found something? All dogs indicate differently. We

have some that stare, some that sit, some that lay down and even one that

growls! The goal for all of them is that they keep their nose at the source of

the odour and we have lots of exercises to encourage this.

Scent Detection Training



One of the many amazing things about this sport is that it is fully

accessible to all people and dogs, regardless of age, breed or disability. Dogs

are always worked one a time which means even dogs with confidence and

reactivity issues can take part! Scent Work also relies heavily on teamwork

and it’s important to have a line of communication between you and your

dog at all times. Dogs are typically worked on a lead, meaning that even

dogs with a poor recall can take part. Scent Work is also a low impact sport,

which unlike some dog sports, means there is less pressure and stress on

your dog’s joints allowing puppies, older dogs and those who need more

careful exercise management to still join in on the fun.

My style of training is less about searching boxes and more about searching

buildings! We have a great outdoor sniffari park with scent walls, a maze, a

covered area, cars, buried hides, tyres and even a wood! 

We also arrange class trips to search other places and hold competitions

and trials.

Please note that due to dogs working individually, your dog must be happy

to settle quietly around other dogs. Alternatively, you are welcome to bring

a friend or family member to look after your dog in between their go away

from the training area. 



Weather appropriate clothing (with pockets where possible, or bring a
bumbag so your hands can be kept free!), including sturdy footwear.
We may venture outside to practice our exterior searches ahead of
trials.

High value (!!) dog treats (NO DRY REGULAR FOOD KIBBLE!) e.g.: Fish
cake, liver cake, liverwurst out of the tube, cheese, sausages, etc. – You
wouldn’t work for free! So, make sure your dog loves the reward so
they feel the work is worth the payment

If your dog is ball/toy-crazy, please bring the most favourite. If you are
not sure, bring multiple ones. 

Bring water and a bowl.

Ahead of the session, we would just like to bring to your attention to some

rules and ask that you consider them at all times. As the locations we are

using are public areas and not kept exclusively for us, as such, you should

consider other members of the general public.

- You are responsible for Health and Safety for you, your dog and everyone

around you. 

- You must make sure your dog is secure and under control at all times. 

- Please do not forget to pick up after your dogs at all times. 

What to bring with you to a class:
Your Scent Work classes are designed to give you everything you need to

know to get you started on your Scent Work journey and as such, you will

be provided with a little starter kit with all the equipment that you will

need. 

We just need you to remember a few things to bring with you to your

classes.



In case of heat, please be prepared to cover your car/ windows with a

screen cover/ silver screen and bring appropriate necessities to keep your

dog’s cool. We are working the dogs one by one; therefore, it is necessary

that the dogs can wait safely in the car until it is their turn. Attendees can

learn a lot from observing the other dogs searching/hunting behaviours, so

we want you to be able to watch and participate as much as possible.

Alternatively, you are welcome to bring a friend or family member with you

to look after your dog away from the training area in between goes.


